
 MEDITECH’s  Report  Designer,  an  embedded  system  reporting  tool,  enables  your  staff  to  create  user-defined 
 reports  and  forms,  as  well  as  select  different  export  file  formats,  depending  on  your  unique  reporting  needs. 
 As  soon  as  the  data  is  filed  into  our  EHR,  it  is  available  for  report  creation.  Using  the  Report  Designer,  users 
 can  define  and  analyze  data  across  the  continuum  of  care  –  incorporating  clinical,  financial,  and  operational 
 data,  including  data  captured  on  customer-defined  screens.  Reports  can  encompass  information  captured 
 from multiple records, applications, and data fields throughout MEDITECH Expanse. 

 Manage All Reporting Functions from a Central Report Designer Desktop 
 The Report Designer allows users to easily navigate between multiple report designing functions from one 
 central desktop. From this desktop, users can define fields that will appear on a report, designate specific 
 selection ranges and sort criteria, and determine report layouts and formats. When defined, users can 
 preview and edit the report layout by simply dragging and dropping fields to the desired location. Report 
 drawing capabilities also allow for customized formatting. For streamlined access and re-generation, reports 
 can be saved and added to any user’s or user group's menu. 

 Create and Design Reports 
 The Report Designer’s inherent flexibility, combined with intuitive editing capabilities, allows your staff to 
 easily create reports using a variety of design options. Versatile design features allow you to: 

 ●  Apply attributes by field, region, row, or entire report. 
 ●  Sort data by field, value, data type, and order (ascending or descending). 
 ●  Undo and redo edits. 
 ●  Define page orientation; field labels and lengths; font style, size, and color; report spacing; and 

 formatting. 
 ●  Include headers and footers. 
 ●  Import and incorporate images through special cell types. 
 ●  Multi-select fields using different search lookup approaches. 
 ●  Use the auto-format feature to load fields and labels onto the Layout page. 
 ●  Select the most relevant indexes from the automatically ranked index files. 
 ●  Automatically calculate totals and counts on a page, key, or report trailer. 

 Apply Conditional Formatting 
 To further tailor report output, users can establish multiple rules or conditions to define specific data display 
 values. When applying conditional rules, you will be able to expand or narrow selected data without the use 
 of complex formulas. Conditional formatting can be: 

 ●  Created on a row, region, field, or query. 
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 ●  Conveyed using conditional (if-then) logic statements. 
 ●  Organized by order or priority. 
 ●  Applied directly to multiple reports. 

 Define Security Settings and Manage Your Report Library 
 Administrators can define security parameters based on each user’s role within your organization, ensuring 
 the proper control and sharing of relevant data. For example, a user who does not have access to 
 MEDITECH’s Pharmacy solution will not be able to search Pharmacy objects or add Pharmacy fields to a 
 report. To save time and streamline workflow, users can save multiple report versions to their desktop 
 menus without recreating the same report each time.  Authorized users can also: 

 ●  Restrict access for Edit and View security levels. 
 ●  Utilize audit capabilities to show all user changes to reports. 
 ●  Maintain report versions (e.g., drafts and final) for enhanced editing and monitoring capabilities. 
 ●  Mark reports as active or inactive for effective management. 
 ●  Purge inactive reports from the system if no longer in use. 
 ●  Share reports with other MEDITECH customers using download and upload routines. 
 ●  Move reports from your TEST to LIVE database. 
 ●  View data definitions by object, record, and fields for each MEDITECH application. 

 Generate Desired Report Outputs 
 Users have the flexibility to instantly deliver reports in a variety of outputs, and then save these outputs for 
 future use. Other features include the ability to: 

 ●  Archive, print, view, or email reports in a variety of formats. 
 ●  Export files in delimited and qualified formats to third-party programs (e.g., Microsoft Excel or 

 Access). 
 ●  Schedule reports to automatically print. 

 The Report Designer is included in MEDITECH Expanse at no additional cost. For more information, contact 
 a MEDITECH Marketing Executive. 
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